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1. Contact Details 

Registered Home Details 
 
Oaklea 
East Mains 
Ormiston 
East Lothian 
EH35 5NG 
 
Registered Manager:  
 
Jacqueline Macaulay 
Oaklea 
East Mains 
Ormiston 
East Lothian 
EH35 5NG 
 
Email:Jacqueline.Macaulay@sparkofgenius.com  
Tel No: 01875 612820 
 

Responsible Individual:  

  
Stephen McGhee 
Trojan House 
Pegasus Avenue 
Business Park 
Paisley 
PA1 2BH 
Email: stephen.mcghee@sparkofgenius.com 
Tel 0141 587 2710 
 
Registered Provider  

 
Spark of Genius  
Trojan House 
Pegasus Avenue 
Business Park 
Paisley 
PA1 2BH 
Tel No 0141 5872710 
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2. Caring for Children 

 
a) Spark of Genius ~ Aims and Objectives 
We aim to function as one coherent residential child care system; with consistent             
policies, practices, procedures and management across all of our homes. As part of             
this system, we will deliver care to the standards set out in the National Care              
Standards.  
 
We can provide care for a group of up to five young people, on a medium or long term                   
basis.   
In all cases, our overall Aim is to provide care which: 
 

● Helps a young person to make sense of past experiences and to develop             
coping strategies to deal with these. 

● Provides young people with positive, stimulating and enjoyable experiences.  
● Helps young people (and wherever possible their families/networks) to plan          

towards and achieve a positive and successful future. 
 

Our Objectives are: 
 

● To provide each individual young person with the highest quality of care and             
support achievable. 

● To promote young people's self-confidence and self-esteem within a framework          
of equal opportunities and anti-discriminatory practice, recognising their        
individual potential and needs.  

● To safeguard young people and promote their welfare, including positive health           
care and health education.  

● To promote educational opportunities and achievement.  
● To promote young people's contact with their families, unless this is clearly and             

explicitly determined not to be in their best interests.  
● To promote young people's integration with the wider community/supportive         

networks.  
● To assist with the preparation for all young people for an independent and             

fulfilling adult life.  
● To work effectively as part of a multi-disciplinary helping team to ensure that the              

best interests of the young people and their families are met.  
● To advocate on behalf of young people to assist them in achieving their             

potential  
 

We are able to offer a truly integrated and holistic approach to service delivery and we                
are fully committed to: 

● Adapting new and emerging practice models and assessment frameworks. 
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● The implementation of best practice and learning from research, theory and           
developments in the field of residential child care and education. 

● Safer recruitment practices.  
● Specialist training and continual professional development of staff teams. 

 

Spark of Genius offers fundamental core services:   
 

● Residential Care 

● Education 

● Crisis Intervention 

● Adult Support Services and Community Support 
 

Each core service is fully integrated so that a young person is able to transition               
smoothly between services at different points and developmental stages in their lives.            
Our model of child care offers a unique opportunity in our ability to completely              
personalise a package of care and education to meet the unique needs of each child               
being looked after at Oaklea. Where possible, we endeavor to prepare the young             
person for integration back to their family environment and community. Over the last             
ten years, as an organization, we have developed a comprehensive range of services             
for children who require specialist care and expertise which is unavailable within their             
local authority provision.  
We aim to provide an optimal care setting for children in a group living environment               
and recognise that a key element of working with a diverse age range is to ensure                
robust safeguarding and in the meeting of different developmental needs.  
We ensure this through: 

● Expert assessment of need. 
● Ensuring that all care plans and placements are appropriate for the care            

environment through careful placement matching on admission. 
● Creating a culture of support within the peer group environment 
● Ensuring that all practitioners are aware and respond appropriately to the needs            

of the different age groups and developmental stages (training is specific to the             
age ranges and range of needs within the house at any time). 

 
We have developed a staffing structure which consists of three staff on shift at any               
time on a rotational basis and two awakened night staff to meet the child’s needs when                
at occupancy. We will increase staffing wherever required according to the needs and             
demands of the group. 
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b) Spark of Genius  ~ Ethos and Philosophy  
 
The National Care Standards identify six core values which contribute to quality care             
practice in all residential settings, these are: 
 
1. Privacy 
2. Dignity 
3. Safety 
4. Choice 
5. Realising Potential 
6. Equality & Diversity 
 
Spark of Genius seeks to promote all of these values at all times, by way of the                 
following examples of good practice: 
 
Privacy 

• Every young person has their own bedroom and are furnished with their own             
key. 

• All young people will receive sensitivity in practice, especially when dealing with            
personal issues. 

• Information about all young people will remain confidential; information about          
one young person will not therefore be disclosed to another, or to any             
inappropriate source without permission. 

• Care is taken to ensure that a homely environment is maintained, and the 
home does not develop an overtly institutional feel. 

 
Dignity 

● Staff have an active awareness of each young person / child’s racial, cultural,             
religious and dietary needs, enabling the celebration of difference for all. 

● Spark of Genius provides a living environment and operational culture which           
places the needs of the young people as paramount, above all others. 

● Spark of Genius uses techniques for managing young people’s behaviour          
based principally on positive reinforcement and reward, avoiding punitive         
measures in reaction to negative behaviour(s), so that young people can learn            
from their mistakes and from the pro social modelling of staff and the adults              
around them. 

 
Realising Potential 

● Spark of Genius provides a living environment and operational culture which           
encourages the development of self-confidence and allows young people         
appropriate opportunities to take some calculated risks within their learning          
journey. 

• At Spark of Genius, each young person is able to access and record in their               
own personal file. 
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• Spark of Genius has developed an independent living skills programme, for           
young people to use in their learning journey towards independent living. 

• The provision of clear information about how to complain or to resolve minor             
issues is available, to all young people, at all times. 

• All young people have access to an independent advocacy service including            
the provision of a free-phone telephone service and text helpline to senior            
managers. 
 

Choice 
• Each young person is encouraged to personalise their own bedroom within           

reason. 
• New young people (following initial settling-in) will each be encouraged to           

personalise their own room. 
• Young people are actively encouraged to share and influence (age          

appropriately) the day-to-day routines and practices within the house through a           
variety of means, including attending residents meetings. 

• Young people are encouraged to exercise their own religious and cultural           
preferences. 

• Young people are actively encouraged to partake in a wide variety of leisure             
activities. 
 

Rights 
• Spark of Genius supports, promotes and complies with the European          

Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
• Spark of Genius provides a safe physical environment. 
• Spark of Genius actively promotes social learning, so that all young people can             

learn to understand their rights and responsibilities within the home, within the            
community and towards others. 

• All young people are made aware of how they should expect staff to behave,              
and what they should do if this is not their experience. 

• All young people are provided with guidance and support, which informs them            
about how to influence decisions about their future. 

• All young people are provided with information about the independent advocacy           
service and of how they can pursue a complaint (both formal and informal). 

• A system of care planning and reviews (LAC system) is used throughout to             
ensure that service provision most appropriately meets health, education and          
social needs in order to maximise the future life chances for each young person. 

• Spark of Genius actively promotes family contact, as appropriate and as agreed            
in the Personal Plan for each young person. 

• Each young person is given the opportunity to actively engage in, and influence             
the planning and delivery of services for them. 
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c) Aims, Objectives and Ethos of Oaklea 
 
 
 
Oaklea is a children’s residential service which is managed by Spark of Genius; the               
Oaklea service is an additional service that now supports the increase of Residential             
services to offer two in the East of Scotland, however Spark of Genius have a total of                 
twenty one residential houses throughout Scotland and England. Spark of Genius           
offers residential care for no more than five young people, within small homes in              
semi-rural areas. Our houses are selected on the basis that we ourselves would be              
happy to live in them and they are of a very high quality and specification. We firmly                 
believe that residential care should be viewed as a positive choice for those young              
people who have to live away from home.  
Oaklea is a residential service for children with emotional and behavioural difficulties             
who need medium to long term specialist care. Education is provided at our nearby              
learning centre (Harbour Point) in Musselburgh and our young people travel to school             
and back every day in our house vehicles; we also support our young people in               
attending mainstream or alternative education, training or work placements wherever          
possible.  
 
 
 
We are able to provide an innovative range of services to meet the individual needs of                
children and young people and we strive to: 
 
 
 

● Create a warm, family environment without the emotional intensity of the           
original family home. To achieve this each young person’s opinions are central            
to the house operation and we endeavour to democratically agree any changes.            
Young people are regularly consulted during daily discussions (house meetings)          
in 1:1 key time and during Quality Improvement visits.  

● De-institutionalise the house by creatively challenging the legislative        
requirements for children’s homes (minimising signs and instructions, avoiding         
jargon and terminology, limiting ‘official visitors’ to the house and by applying a             
parental perspective to all aspects of care). 

● Maintain close links with sporting and leisure clubs, community projects and           
encourage each child to participate.  

● Support each young person in maintaining cultural and religious affiliations          
through the many links we have created in the local community. Our diverse             
group of staff will encourage each young person to observe, celebrate and            
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share their beliefs and heritage through educational projects, group discussions          
and creative arts.  

● Offer where possible a fair gender balance within the staff team in order to              
promote appropriate pro- social modelling and good role models of both sex.  

● Support each young person in the development of adaptive coping strategies           
and self-care.  

● Ensure that there is always a team of adults available who work in line with the                
philosophy and beliefs of Spark of Genius in order to achieve consistency of             
approach, supporting the development of resilience and internal focus of          
control. 

● Consistently train all our staff in knowledge and skills to improve and support             
the development of resilience in young people. 

● Ensure that Oaklea provides an experience which is caring, structured, holds           
high expectations for children’s behaviour and encourages participation and         
empowerment throughout the home. 

● Adhere to robust pre-admission planning and initial assessment processes. 
● Provide intensive, bespoke packages of support – this can be enhanced if a             

placement appears to be at risk. 
● 24 hour supervision with wakened night staff 
● On-call system to ensure 24 hour safeguarding support 

 
 
We do this by: 
 
 

● Empowering children to participate in the operational management of the house           
(house meetings and feedback during key work sessions). 

● Spending time playing and sharing fun activities. 
● Seeking opportunities to show children we care and they matter by being            

affectionate in as many appropriate ways as possible. 
● Being consistent in our behaviour and our expectations. 
● Providing comfort during difficult times. 
● Modeling and promoting appropriate physical contact. This will be ‘prescribed          

contact’ which will entail hugs, handshakes and tactile gestures to convey           
warmth and sincerity; staff are trained to recognise what appropriate contact is            
and when to give it. 

● Encouraging relatives and friends to visit the house to promote the development            
of external relationships. 

● Endeavoring to create relationships with children’s families (care plan         
permitting) so that we can facilitate, support, monitor, report and assess family            
contact.  

● The house has a dedicated lounge for the purpose of family visits and reviews              
which allows for privacy without impinging on other residents.  
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We place great value on collaborative working and we have strong links with Social              
Work, Psychological Services, CAMHS, Health professionals and many other external          
agencies. Working with the parents and carers of young people in our care can              
positively affect outcomes for the young people, therefore we are committed to the             
promotion of home contact if this is appropriate. We agree to contact arrangements             
with the case holding Social Worker and the arrangements for managing contact are             
clearly set out in the child’s personal plan. Our aim is to support the child, significant                
others and the placing authority with contact arrangements; and this can be done by              
providing transport, making space available within the home or by supervising contact            
if deemed necessary. Our staff team will write up and provide feedback of any              
observations noted during periods of contact and we will raise any issues which may              
have arisen, as well as offering advice on adapting and supporting contact            
arrangements which leads to enhanced and positive experiences for the young           
person. 
 
 
Oaklea will not tolerate any form of discrimination, injustice or inequality. Staff are             
committed to the elimination of all forms of discrimination and to creating equality of              
opportunity for everyone, regardless of their gender, race, disadvantage, disability,          
culture, religious beliefs, age, sexuality or social class. Staff will receive training and             
support to raise awareness of discriminatory practice and the service has a robust             
‘Anti-Discrimination’ policy which all staff will be familiar and confident with. Staff will             
attempt to build an in-depth understanding and knowledge of each young person so             
that their insights can be employed in subtle and thoughtful ways to ensure that the               
child is getting feedback which ensures that they feel valued. 
 
 
 
d) Oaklea Service Outcomes 

The outcomes we aim to achieve for our young people are: 
 

● To feel safe and valued within a warm and nurturing environment. 
● To be looked after by an appropriately skilled and caring staff team. 
● To have continuity of care 
● To actively learn according to their age and stage of development. 
● To be encouraged to develop their own identity, enjoy new experiences and to 

develop a wider social network. 
● To participate in local and wider community based leisure activities. 
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● To participate in a wide range of activities which promote self-esteem and 
confidence. 

● To develop independent daily living skills such as cooking, personal care and 
safety. 

● To sustain and develop new skills to improve their quality of life. 
● To engage and develop new friendships. 
● To eat healthily and enjoy a wide range of activities which promote good health 

and wellbeing. 
● To have the opportunity to influence decisions which affect them. 
● To participate in an active role in the planning and delivery of the service. 
● To participate in educational sessions which support the 24 hour curriculum. 

 
e) How the Service Meets these Outcomes 
At all times, we aim to provide a safe and stimulating environment for all of the children 
and young people placed in our care. The service will focus on delivering realistic and 
achievable outcomes for children and young people; the Registered Manager and staff 
team will ensure that safeguarding activities are embedded in the service and health & 
safety legislation are adhered to. 

● Bi annual Quality Assurance inspections by Spark of Genius Quality 
Improvement Director 

● Annual, unannounced care inspections by Care Inspectorate 
● Health and Safety inspections 
● Food Hygiene inspections  
● Regular, statutory service of equipment inspections 

 
f) About Oaklea, Facilities and Recreational Activities  
 
Oaklea is a very spacious, semi rural family sized bungalow set on the outskirts of               
Ormiston in East Lothian and close to Tranent town centre. The house is situated with               
access to local amenities and Leisure pursuits and opportunities for young people,            
whilst providing a semi rural setting. 
 
 
The property consists of  
 

● Large main lounge. 
● Games room/quiet room 
● Large, well equipped dining kitchen 
● 5 bedrooms, 3 which have en- suite facilities 
● 2 young people’s bathroom with bath and shower facilities 
● 1 staff toilet with cloakroom which includes the safe storage of medication and             

associated information as per Royal Pharmaceutical & Care Inspectorate         
Guidelines 

● Office / administration area. 
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Oaklea is a large, attractive family Bungalow with a large conservatory and is set in its                
own self-contained grounds on the edge of East Lothian, directly linked to Edinburgh             
City bypass. Oaklea is set in approx half an acre of land surrounding the property and                
has well maintained gardens. The front of the property has a small garden area with               
the rear of the property having a feature pond that is fenced off and well lit for safety                  
purposes. The Garden setting is of substantial size to offer opportunities for play,             
gardening, outdoor activities and relaxation.  
The home is exceptionally well maintained, fully equipped, warm and homely           
throughout. Within the house, there are very spacious communal areas and five            
double bedrooms. 
 

 

There are many opportunities for participation in a wide range of recreational and             
leisure activities in the geographical area surrounding Oaklea. There are numerous           
amenities close by including Ski Slope, access to shopping, local parks,           
cafes/restaurants, swimming, bowling, cinema, libraries, horse riding and go-karting;         
these activities are all within a short travelling distance and staff will support young              
people in their chosen recreational activities. We will also encourage our young people             
to visit places of interest, to go for nature walks in the local countryside, and to join                 
clubs and groups according to their personal preferences and interests. The Oaklea            
staff team will encourage all of our young people to try out new experiences, hobbies               
and opportunities for new challenges, learning across a 24 hour curriculum,           
broadening their own expectations and to successfully achieve. 

 
 
g) About the Children who will live at Oaklea 

Admission Criteria:  
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Age Range 10  to 18 years 

Gender Mixed Gender  

Numbers Up to five young people 

Range of Needs Able to 
Accommodate 

Emotional and Behavioural Problems 



 

 
 
 
h) Admission Procedures and Transition Planning 
 
 
We accept placements for children and young people aged between 10-18 years who             
will benefit from living within a residential group living environment. The risks and             
needs of these children are not at a level where an individual placement is required,               
and there are no critical issues which would illustrate unmanageable risks to other             
children/young people already in placement. 
 
All admissions are undertaken following an in-depth assessment of needs and risks.            
Where any risks are identified, these are not seen as inhibitors for placement, but are               
considered on the basis of the ability to safely manage risk and to put appropriate               
support plans in place. However, of paramount importance is the safeguarding of            
children and young people in our care, and therefore we would not accept a child into                
placement who may pose an unmanageable risk to themselves or others (e.g. active,             
ongoing suicidal ideation). 
 
Spark of Genius believes in developing child-centred, bespoke packages of care and            
education and therefore we ensure that we can meet the needs of the child being               
placed with us and also the needs of the young people already in placement.  
We accept same day placements if it is felt appropriate and that a ‘quick’ transition will                
benefit the child; providing the objectives of the placement are aligned with the home’s              
purpose, and where appropriate planning can take place. We will also ensure that this              
does not impact on the current group of young people. 
 
Once a placement has been agreed the process of 'joining' the home is carefully              
managed in line with attachment informed practice as we fully recognise the            
importance of pre-placement planning to minimise any possible anxiety and trauma.           
The young person is very much involved in the planning of his/her transition alongside              
the local authority and this is carried out at their own pace, in line with their own                 
individual needs.  
 
This process will routinely involve visits to the house, having lunches/dinner, seeing            
their room, making choices about their own furnishings and décor and spending time             
with other children/young people and the staff team. This ‘positive claiming’ process            
helps the young person to feel that they ‘belong’ to the house and that their choices                
and views are firmly valued.  
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Whenever possible; a home visit will be arranged by the Registered Manager and/or             
key worker to visit the child/young person in their family home or previous placement,              
to prepare them for the transition. In addition, a ``Young People’s Brochure’ will be              
forwarded to the young person; and contact will be established with the current carers;              
this will enable any questions that the young person may have to be answered, to               
provide reassurance and for any concerns which they may have to be resolved. 
We will work very closely with the referring Social Worker to gain all of the information 
required to enable a comprehensive, formal assessment of risk to be completed and to 
devise an initial ‘Personal Plan’ which will clearly outline the purpose and aims of the 
placement beforehand. A designated key worker will be carefully matched with the 
child; they will meet with professionals, previous carers and any other significant adults 
to obtain as much information as possible about the child in order to create an 
accurate assessment of current levels of understanding and functioning.  A young 
person profile will be written which details daily routines, strategies for behaviour 
management, likes and dislikes and any potential risks and this will ensure consistency 
of approach by the staff team following admission.  
A pre-admission planning meeting will always take place prior to admission, in            
exceptional circumstances, this will take place at the time of admission, or will be              
arranged to be held within the following 72 hours. 

Emergency Admissions 
We understand that it is not always possible to plan placements when a crisis situation               
develops. The need to act quickly in order to meet the young person’s need is               
paramount and therefore we are able to accommodate situations like this as quickly             
and as smoothly as possible if necessary. Emergency placements are available within            
Spark of Genius, however we would always like to be notified at the earliest              
opportunity so that we can manage the transition as effectively as possible whilst             
minimising any stress for the young person. 
In addition to the aims, philosophy and remit of the home and focus of practitioners,               
transition and exit planning is discussed from the onset of the placement. Our role is to                
support all children and young people where possible to attain a positive transition to: 
 
 
Prepare for Independence: All staff are aware of the requirements of pathway            
planning and this is an integrated part of staff training at Oaklea . Staff will ensure                
good multi-agency working and attainment of a young person’s goals in this area and              
this is integrated throughout our work in respect of vocational training, social and life              
skills work. 
 
Return Home: Staff will work closely and sensitively in supporting children to return to              
their family and community and to provide outreach support services where required. 
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i) Care Planning and Outcomes Measurement  
 
Each young person will have their own individual residential care plan, which 
addresses their particular needs with regards to health, education, emotional and 
behavioural development, identity, religious and cultural beliefs, family and social 
relationships, social presentation, communication profile and self-care.  
Identifying and improving the outcomes for each young person is a priority area and              
primary task within Oaklea.  
 
 
We maintain this focus by utilising:  

● Group discussion, case studies and consultation. 
● The young person’s views, wishes and aspirations. 
● Individual placement aims, key tasks, objectives and timescales. These are          

updated as the child develops and their progress is evaluated. 
● Educational attainment. 
● Health checks and specialist assessments. 
● Structured assessments to chart progress and highlight areas for development. 

 
 

This data will be analysed on a regular basis by the house’s management team and 
this will then inform updates to the care plan, statutory reviews and practice.  The 
child’s progress within their care plan will be informally reviewed through internal 
auditing and also discussed formally at regularly arranged reviews and professionals 
meetings.  This is an opportunity to look at the existing plans in place for a young 
person and the service which they are receiving.  Following these reviews, the care 
plan can be amended to take into account any changes in circumstances, concerns or 
issues. 
 
 
Access to Records 
Except for information/material held in the confidential section of their files, children will             
be actively encouraged to take an interest in records held on them; to be involved in                
the personalisation and writing of their files and to read and comment on them. Any               
information held on a child’s file which has been written by a third party or does not                 
have the permission of the author to share will not be shared with the child, and will be                  
held confidentially. Before records or files are shown to children, consideration will be             
given to the likely effect of sharing the information. However, all information contained             
outside the confidential section is normally accessible. If in doubt or if there are              
concerns about the likely effect on the child, the manager will be consulted. 
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Should staff need to share information provided by previous carers or third parties they              
will: 

▪ Read the records/reports beforehand; 
▪ Speak to the authors if possible; 
▪ Collate the records in chronological order; 
▪ Give thought to what questions the young person may ask; 
▪ And/or what other information may be required; 
▪ A note should be placed on the Daily Care Records each time a child has               

access to records or his/her file. 
 
 
 
j) Safeguarding Children and Young People 
All staff will endeavour to build warm relationships to create emotional security in the              
belief that children are more inclined to seek understanding of past experiences from a              
secure position.  
 
 
We will we do this by: 
 

● Spending time playing and sharing in fun activities. 
● Seeking opportunities to show children that we care and that they matter by             

being affectionate in as many appropriate ways as possible. 
● Being consistent in our behaviour and our expectations. 
● Providing comfort during difficult times. 
● Modelling and promoting appropriate physical contact; this will be ‘prescribed          

contact’ which will entail hugs, handshakes and tactile gestures to convey           
warmth and sincerity.  
 
 

The key worker will ensure that: 
 

● The child is registered with local health services and attends all appointments. 
● The child is supported in attending any prescribed therapeutic services. 
● The social worker maintains regular contact and ensures statutory reviews are           

upheld.  
● The care plan and individual risk assessment is kept up to date and adhered to. 
● That an individual health plan is maintained which will chart medical history,            

monitor personal care and raise awareness of physical, emotional and sexual           
health issues.  
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All staff in the home will receive training in the dispensing of medication and dealing               
with issues of substance misuse. We maintain close links with the local Pharmacy             
which provides both training and support to staff and the home has a comprehensive              
‘Safeguarding’ policy which all staff will be familiar with. The reporting protocol is             
displayed in offices with clear guidance on the reporting of incidents being given to              
every child / young person at admission within the Young Person’s Brochure. This is              
reinforced during group discussions, 1:1 key time and on notice boards. This            
encourages secure attachments and helps to build warm and nurturing relationships           
with staff. At Oaklea a register is maintained of all visitors; anyone who is unknown to                
the staff team is required to provide official identification.  
 
 
We will ensure that we protect each young person from teasing or bullying by              
assessing the potential risks and by challenging all occurrences. Every incidents and            
complaint will be recorded, investigated and reported to the placing authority. Support            
will be given to both the victim and the young person who may have caused the                
distress. The home has comprehensive ‘Safeguarding’, ‘Suggestions and Complaints’         
and ‘Anti-Bullying’ Policies which all staff are familiar with. Additionally, ‘child friendly’            
versions are available.  
All staff; receive training to cover these areas. 

● Safeguarding  
● How to deal with a Child Protection disclosure 
● Multi-agency commitment  
● Internet Safety Policy – monitoring and support and awareness raising 
● Promoting awareness of personal safety via discussion, learning resources, role          

modelling, guidance and encouragement 
● Aim to reduce absences/missing young people 
● Risk assessment compilation 
● Safer recruitment checks 
● Adequate staffing levels 
● Staff training and development 
● Monitoring of visitors and home contact supervision 

 
Staff always listen to children and young people and take seriously any concern or              
allegation which is made. They are careful to avoid leading questions or promises of              
confidentiality. The manager will maintain regular contact with the Independent          
Reviewing Officers and will discuss any relative issues with regards to homes with             
them. Any significant event will be reported to Care Inspectorate. The manager will             
maintain contact with the Child Protection Officer (CPO) and in relation to any issues              
or allegations related to staff. 
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Managing Allegations 
 
The Registered Manager is responsible for coordinating any Child Protection referrals,           
concerns and allegations. Spark of Genius has a comprehensive policy which is            
referred to by all staff and which contains the necessary guidance and instruction.             
Once a concern or allegation has been made or raised – the Registered Manager will               
inform the organisation’s Child Protection Officer (CPO) and then will notify and            
co-operate with the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO) in the area where the             
allegation/concern is suspected. 
  
The LADO will advise on the actions/measures that must be taken including            
notifications to the following: 
 

● The Child / young person's social Worker, and come to a decision about             
notifying parents and any actions that need to be taken to protect the child /               
young person e.g. whether it is necessary to change placements; 

● The Regulatory Authority, if a Child Protection Enquiry is initiated; 
● Referring the member of Staff to the Independent Safeguarding Authority 
●  

In consultation with all of the agencies (e.g. the Children’s Services/LADO, relevant            
Social Workers and the Regulatory Authority), decisions will need to be taken about             
the ongoing safety/placement arrangements of the child / young person and the            
alleged perpetrators e.g. it may be necessary to move/ or suspend staff or             
move/transfer children to another house or placement. If such a decision is made, the              
Independent Safeguarding Authority will be notified, in consultation with the LADO. 
Staff are trained within mandatory safeguarding and child protection training on how to             
respond to allegations made by children in their care and this includes how to respond               
verbally, how to record and the reporting structures they need to operate within. The              
placing authority of each child placed will be made aware of the need for such               
procedures and enter into an agreement with the Registered Manager as to how these              
will be used when the child is placed. This agreement will be recorded in the               
placement plan. 
 
 
The Registered Manager will also complete a three monthly monitoring report in 
respect of the operation of the home.  As part of these processes, young people, 
families and other professionals will be  consulted regarding the quality of care being 
received by the children and young people who live there.  
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Sexual Exploitation of Young People 
With regards to sexual exploitation, we are very proactive and will focus on early              
identification and intervention strategies in working with young people who may be            
deemed to be at risk. We are aware that all vulnerable young people, both male and                
female, are at risk of sexual exploitation, therefore we will raise awareness and             
protection of all of our young people will be our main aim. Any young person thought                
to be at risk of sexual exploitation will be assessed using the Spark of Genius in-house                
risk assessment tool which will include the indicators set out in ‘Safeguarding Children             
and Young People from Sexual Exploitation’, which will work in conjunction with the             
requirements of the Local authority child protection committee. Drumbank manager          
has completed CEOP ‘Think You Know Training for Trainers and is responsible for             
cascading this to the staff team in Oaklea. 
 
We will ensure that all staff are up to date with legislation and guidance, and ensure                
that they are trained to recognise the warning signs and risk factors involved in the               
sexual exploitation of young people by working collaboratively with local authorities to            
deliver training to Oaklea staff. We will ensure that our Policies and Procedures are in               
line with up to date legislation such as National Guidance for Child Protection in              
Scotland 2014. Spark of Genius will work with, and ensure information is shared as a               
matter of good practice, with other agencies including Local Authorities, Police,           
Education, Health and Specialist Services working with sexual exploitation, to ensure a            
Multi-Agency approach/response.  . 
 
Gang Activity  
Spark of Genius are aware that when a young person goes missing they may become               
involved or associate with ‘gangs’; and we will work with the young person to raise               
their awareness of the dangers of becoming involved in ‘gang cultures’. We will             
support all young people who are already associated or a member of a gang, to               
protect them from the associated risks of gang activity. Spark of Genius recognise that              
friendships within groups are a normal part of growing up, and these groups must be               
distinguished from ‘street gangs’. 
We will: 
 

● Make a return home a positive experience for the young person 
● Take time to listen to young people  
● Raise awareness of ‘risky’ behaviours  
● Educate young people about ‘healthy relationships’’ 
● Find ways to work with the ‘push-pull factor’ for going missing by listening and              

talking to young people when they have been missing from placement. 
● Support young people in making positive attachments and in building          

relationships within the house using our ‘authentic warmth model’ of working           
with young people 

● Support building self-esteem in young people  
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● Address any issues of bullying of young people 
● We will with a restorative justice approach 
● Give young people a voice and to support them in feeling safe, to enable them               

to speak out, and to disclose if they are being sexually exploited  
● Ensure that all the young person’s medical needs are attended to 
● Be aware of the difference between young people gathering together to           

socialise and gang membership. 
 

 
k) Consultation with Young People, Families and External Agencies 
Each young person will have a designated key worker who will be carefully selected              
due to their similar interests and proven ability in establishing a positive and strong              
relationship with their key child. They will use attachment informed practice to make             
connections and create bonds of attachment with the young person.  
 
They will be supportive, work closely with the social worker and family, familiarise             
themselves with the child’s likes and dislikes, organise their medical and health            
appointments, be responsible for the upkeep of case files and schedule weekly one to              
one keytime sessions to ensure that the young person is progressing, content, making             
progress and achieving the goals within their care plan.  
We have daily informal opportunities to meet as a group over meal times to enable               
everyone to talk about their day, resolve any issues which may be “around” and to               
discuss plans and events. This is complemented by formal opportunities such as            
weekly children’s meetings with an agenda, part of which is set to address things such               
as choosing menus, activities etc., and also to address any points which the young              
people may wish to add, the agenda is coordinated by the nominated house             
representative.  
We carry out annual stakeholder surveys every April which includes electronic           
employee surveys, young people questionnaires and surveys sent to all          
parents/carers, external agencies and professionals. A response leaflet is created          
using a ‘You Said, We Did, We Plan to…’ format and this is shared with all                
participants. 
There is a formal complaints and suggestions system that the young people and their              
families may use if they wish to address a particular concern or make a suggestion for                
improvement. This is usually addressed by the manager but can be referred to an              
external complaints person if the young person is not satisfied with the outcome. The              
external complaint person for Spark of Genius is The Managing Director, Zak            
McIlhargey and the children can also have independent access to this person.  
 
l) Anti Bullying Procedures 
Bullying at Oaklea will not be tolerated; and within the home we have a clear               
‘Anti-Bullying’ Policy. A copy of this is available for young people to access at any time                
and the ethos of the home is such that an open and honest culture is promoted. If                 
bullying does occur, our focus is upon educating young people on what bullying             
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behaviour is; how their behaviour was; or could be perceived as being bullying; and              
giving the young people different strategies to try and to address their presenting             
behaviour and responses to others. At times bullying behaviour can be resolved as a              
group through house meetings or restorative meetings may need to be arranged            
between the young people involved. At times consequences are given and, or,            
reparation work can be undertaken, bullying is also addressed in weekly key work             
sessions in collaborative working with education colleagues.  
 
m) Promoting Cultural, Linguistic and Religious Needs 
As part of the implementation of our ‘Equality and Diversity’ policy, young people             
resident at the home are encouraged and supported to pursue any religious practice of              
their choice. Information about local centres of worship including Mosques, Temples           
and Churches of different denominations will be provided by staff, and young people             
wishing to participate in their respective religious practice will be fully supported by             
staff to a place of worship.  
Within the home, young people are given privacy and space to follow their religious              
beliefs e.g. private time to pray is made available as well as the provision of relevant                
literature about different faiths. The quiet room in the home can be used as an area for                 
meditation and prayer as well used for recreation and other necessary meetings. Staff             
will ensure that food and cooking arrangements are sensitive to different cultures and             
belief 
 
n) Anti-Discriminatory Practice 
Staff will provide assurance to all young people in our care about our commitment to               
challenge and to remove any forms of individual, institutional or structural           
discrimination, whilst promoting an awareness of anti-discriminatory practice through         
ongoing training and support. Set out below are principles which we aim to adopt,              
communicate and implement in the house: 
Principles:  

● Within Spark of Genius, young people should not be discriminated against for            
any reason. 

● Racist behaviour will not be tolerated and any such behaviour will be challenged             
and dealt with appropriately. 

● Sexist attitudes will be challenged and discussed. 
● No pornographic material will be allowed within the home, and no books or             

pictures deemed offensive to women or men will be displayed. 
● No young person will be excluded from a home because they are disabled,             

unless the layout of the building precludes them from physical access. 
● Staff will not discriminate in their treatment of young people on the grounds of              

their disability or any other reasons. 
● Staff will promote an awareness and understanding of disability in young people            

in their care and therefore work towards ensuring the best positive outcomes for             
individuals and others. 
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● Stigmatisation of any young person and for any reason is totally unacceptable. 
 
o) Children Missing from the Home 
We work very closely with Police Scotland using the Traffic Light Code system. Our              
procedures clearly interface with children’s individual personal plans to set clear           
expectations for each and every child in care. Spark of Genius is aware that when a                
young person goes missing or runs away regularly from the home or school; this could               
be an indicator that the young person may be becoming involved in sexual exploitation              
or gang activities. Spark of Genius will work with the Local Authority and Police to               
address this immediately, sharing information to ensure that we find a way to             
encourage the young person to make alternative decisions.  
Above all, we will: 
 

● Maintain contact with the young person, where possible, via phone or text. 
● Actively search for the young people where appropriate alongside the Police. 
● Engage in a one-to-one discussion with the young person about their           

whereabouts, and let them know that we are concerned about them. 
● Support the young person in building trust and making positive ‘attachments’.  
● Make time to listen and understand each young person’s self-perception and           

seek to empower them in their lives (internal focus of control). 
● Encourage young people to make safe choices and to minimise any potential            

risks.  
● Promote the experience of success by setting attainable targets and celebrating           

achievements. 
● Ensure each young person has a clear understanding of the need to maintain             

behavioural boundaries. 
● Regularly review risk assessment management plans and personal plans. 

 
Robust risk assessment management plans are in place for all young people to             
minimise risk and good staffing ratios are observed. There is a clear procedure which              
is to be followed in the event of a child going missing. Staff are familiar with this                 
procedure and a copy may be made available to parents/carers if they wish. When the               
child returns to the home, staff will notify the Police, the social worker, team manager,               
on call manager and any other significant adults. 
 
p) Suggestions and Complaints  
Oaklea has a clear and detailed policy regarding suggestions and compliments, and            
all staff and young people are familiar with these processes. There are child friendly              
suggestions and complaints leaflets designed by our young people themselves and           
information on these processes is detailed in the Young Person’s Brochure. We have             
an ‘open door’ policy in which young people are given the opportunity to air grievances               
with management and staff, in group discussions, during 1:1 key time and through             
their social workers, advocates, regulators and child protection agencies. Young          
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people also have access to a telephone at all times (independent advocates and             
helpline numbers are prominently displayed). There is also a free text helpline for             
young people to use if they wish to make contact with external management. 
Oaklea will have annual visits from Care Inspectorate inspectors. Parents / carers            
may also contact Care Inspectorate directly if they wish to make a complaint. 
 
q) Emergency Procedures 
Health and Safety issues are given the highest priority. Whilst all care is taken with               
regard to health and safety, unforeseen emergencies can occur. If this should happen,             
staff will remain calm and follow procedure. Staff are clear about how to contact              
emergency services and how to contact senior and emergency support staff out of             
hours.  Any emergency situation will be notified to Care Inspectorate. 
The building is equipped with a fire alarm system, there are clearly identified escape              
routes and all firefighting equipment is checked in accordance with regulatory           
requirements. 
In addition 

● Fire instruction is given to all regular staff quarterly. 
● Any sessional or agency staff are given fire instruction at the commencement of             

any shift. 
● Any new child admitted is given fire instruction at admission and quarterly            

thereafter. 
● Visitors to the home are given fire instruction as appropriate to the length of the               

visit 
● Fire drills are held quarterly at varying times of the day, across all shifts. 

 
A fire drill is conducted within the first week whenever a new child has been admitted                
to test and assess their understanding of instruction, and response to an emergency             
evacuation. There will be illuminated, clearly signed fire exits and the signage within             
the house indicates the route to be followed. There is emergency lighting which is              
inspected and tested in accordance with regulatory guidelines. There is a designated            
fire officer and person who is responsible for fire procedures identified on each shift. 
If for any reason the building has to be evacuated, the young people will be moved                
immediately to the Musselburgh School and staff will have a set of keys and access to                
the code in the event of this being necessary. 
 
3. Promoting Positive Behaviour 
All of our work is underpinned by best practice and available guidance and as an               
organisation we feel it is imperative to maintain a progressive knowledge of informed             
behavioural management practice models; mainly Therapeutic Crisis Intervention. To         
support each young person in developing adaptive coping and self-management skills           
all staff are trained in this accredited and advanced training programme. The core of              
this training is to provide care workers with the skills and knowledge to support and               
teach young people positive responses to any difficult situations and environments.  
This training teaches staff to: 
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● Prevent and/or de-escalate a potential crisis situation involving a young person  
● Safely and therapeutically manage a crisis situation 
● Be able to help children and young people improve their coping strategies 
● Initial training over four days and then refresher training once per month with an              

annual test for both physical and theory. 
● Competency checks will be carried out and assessed through practice          

observation and debriefing/post crisis sessions following any incidents. 
 

The main focus of this training is on teaching staff to de-escalate potentially volatile              
and violent situations using their relationship with the young person and the behaviour             
support techniques taught on the training. The framework highlights to staff the most             
important tool they have when working with young people is themselves and treating             
young people sensitively, consistently and in a caring way is the single most important              
contribution we make.  
The framework puts huge emphasis on de-escalating situations in the early stages of             
crisis however in cases of extreme behaviour which may result in physical harm or              
serious damage to property, and when all efforts to exert control have been exhausted,              
adults are taught in the training to ‘safely hold’ a young person as a last resort to keep                  
them safe. Physical restraint will only be used if it forms part of the care plan and has                  
been agreed by the placing authority and has been discussed with the young person              
on admission. 
The young person’s risk assessment and behavioural management plan will detail the            
best intervention strategies to employ in order to avoid physical intervention and to             
defuse any challenging behaviour; this is updated every three months as a minimum             
and always following any serious incident or change in circumstances. The plan also             
will indicate whether a young person would need to be prevented from leaving the              
home, this would be based on clear risk assessment that they or others would be               
placed at significant risk. This will be agreed with the placing authority as part of the                
personal plan for the child. This may include the local authority, placing authority,             
family members, transport and local police. If a young person leaves the home without              
permission then an individual reporting protocol is in place which reflects their            
individual risk assessment and personal plan goals. 
Our positive behaviour reinforcement reward systems are key in managing and           
promoting positive behaviour and are based on the sound understanding of the needs             
of our children, this is continually reinforced and good behaviour is always highlighted             
and praised. Every child has a bespoke plan developed based on their own areas of               
difficulties and strengths which we wish to continue to develop; any consequences and             
rewards are reviewed by the Registered Manager to ensure that they are age and              
stage appropriate.  
 
4. Education 
 
Education, in all of its forms, is one of the cornerstones of personal growth and               
development therefore all young people are actively encouraged to participate in           
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educational opportunities appropriate to their need(s). Each accommodated young         
person will have a ‘Individual Education Plan’ (IEP) which outlines all plans for the              
young person’s care.  
Spark of Genius recognises that each young person is an individual, is unique and will               
respond differently to various stimuli. It is imperative that any learning issues are             
addressed, with plans agreed for resolution prior to the admission of any young             
person. Spark of Genius can offer an appropriate education package designed to            
meet the needs of each young person living in Spark of Genius within their              
independent learning centres. Spark of Genius houses have a dedicated ‘study’ area            
for use by all young people, complete with appropriate learning equipment, a computer             
with Internet facilities and books. In addition, each young person has the facility for              
further private study in their own bedroom. 
Young people will always be supported during any educational transition at both            
school and college and we will also work with local LA’s to secure an appropriate               
educational placement for the young person based on recommendations of any           
statements and risk assessments. 
We aim to equip each young person with the ability to manage life events so that they                 
can deal with adversities, recognise opportunities and ultimately shape their own future            
for the better. To achieve this we feel that educational attainment is a key factor.               
Therefore we will:  

● Ensure stability and continuity of care through supportive corporate parenting          
and the development of secure attachment patterns in order to raise           
self-esteem. 
 

● Provide 1:1 professional teaching support (with the support of our Musselburgh           
learning centre) to fill gaps in learning, and to coordinate integration into any             
other educational placements or mainstream schooling. 

 
● There is no time limit on this process and it is accepted that for some young                

people a return to mainstream may not happen; we will work with the LA to               
ascertain the best possible plan and if any external support is required. In             
these cases our specialist teaching staff from the school will provide a broad             
and balanced curriculum to ensure each young person reaches their full           
potential. 

 
● Liaise daily with school and provide support by encouraging regular attendance,           

assisting with homework and promoting after-school activities through a 24 hour           
curriculum. 

 
● Ensure each young person has access to a computer and a quiet space in              

which to study.  
 
5. Health  
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At Oaklea we understand the value of good health and well- being and support our               
young people intensively within this focus area. Key Workers will ensure that all young              
people are registered with local medical services such as a GP, Dentist and Optician              
within 1 week of arriving at the home and that check-up appointments are made as               
part of the admission process. We promote healthy lifestyle choices on a day to day               
basis through a well-balanced diet and ample opportunities for physical activity. We            
support young people to attend health appointments and record the outcomes of            
appointments, acting upon any which require a follow up. We access local external             
services when required including sexual health clinics, drug support services, CAMHS           
and hospitals. Young people are educated through key working sessions, young           
people’s meetings and informal discussion regarding the importance of maintaining a           
healthy lifestyle. 
All medication at Oaklea is securely stored within the Medication cabinet and in line              
with Royal Pharmaceutical Society & Care Inspectorate guidelines. All young people           
have their own individual health files containing all relevant health information and both             
current and archived MAR recording sheets. Weekly balance checks ensure that all            
medication is checked and accounted for. 
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6. Staffing Matters 
Staff Team Structure 
Registered Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Team of 14 staff for Day and Wakened Night shifts  
1 Ancillary staff member for cooking and housekeeping.  

Staff Team Supervision, Training and Development  
All Oaklea personnel are subject to a vigorous screening process prior to commencing             
employment in line with Safer Recruitment and Safeguarding processes. This includes           
verification from the Disclosure and PVG interview, a minimum of 3 references are             
required, however, we request references from all workplaces where an individual has            
worked in child care. We also require confirmation that they are not disqualified from              
working with children.  
 
Staff must complete a comprehensive induction and a six month probation period.            
They are supervised on a monthly basis and appraised annually. 
 
We have a robust annual training programme to prepare staff to work with children and               
young people aged 10 - 18yrs which includes: 
 

● Child Protection and Dealing with Disclosure. 
● Health & Safety, Fire Safety and First Aid. 
● Safe Food Handling. 
● Therapeutic Crisis Intervention 
● Combating Bullying. 
● Managing Challenging Behaviour. 
● Understanding Attachment Disorders. 
● Child Development (a key focus to understand different needs). 
● Risk Assessment and Risk Management. 
● Policies and Procedures e.g. Whistleblowing. 

 
Staff also attend regular supervision and support with their line manager which covers             
any practice issues and identification of any necessary training required for personal            
development.  
 
Each member of staff is required to register with SSSC within 7 days and achieve the                
required qualifications, Spark of Genius will encourage and support staff members to            
gain further qualifications.  
 

 
 

Appendix 1 Organisational Structure of  
Appendix 2 Qualifications and Experience of Management Team 
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Appendix 2 Qualifications and Experience of Management Team 
 
Responsible Individual  
 

Stephen McGhee 

Managing Director 

Stephen has been with Spark of Genius since 2004 after gaining an Honours degree in               
Business and Management and his NEBOSH qualification for Health and Safety. 

He has 16 years of experience working with vulnerable children and young people in a               
variety of roles within Spark from Education Assistant to Managing Director. 

Stephen has been central to building Spark’s reputation and quality from a small, 10              
young person school with 8 staff members to a large organisation with nearly 100              
children and young people in our care, a further 200 in education and over 500 staff                
across multiple sites. Throughout this time Stephen has led key functions such as             
Quality, Referrals, Health and Safety, Fire Safety, Residential Care and Education           
Management. 

 
 
Service Manager 

Margaret Wilson  

 

Manager 
Jacqueline Macaulay 
Has a dedicated service history to social care and has worked as a manager in 
residential child care for over 10 years 
  

Acting Assistant Manager 

Lisa Hannah 
Has worked with Spark Of genius since 2016 and has various backgrounds in social 
care for over 10 years.  
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